
Bubble Chandelier, Supra
Pelle

DESCRIPTION

Ethereal and iconic, the Bubble Chandelier is a modern re-interpretation of the crystal chandelier. Its luminous

constellation of delicate glass globes adds beauty and depth to any interior environment.

Based on an original design first conceived in 2008, the Bubble Chandelier is available in a series of

distinctive variations. Each chandelier is handcrafted to order in PELLE’s Manhattan-based studio. The

bubbles are anchored by precision-tooled hardware, finished to a fine quality. The light’s decorative coiling,

available in natural cotton and leather cord, is meticulously done by a practiced hand.

Characterized by the warmth and qualities of an intricately handmade piece, the Bubble Chandelier has

achieved the status of a timeless classic.
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ADDITIONAL INFORMATION

MATERIALS: Machined metal, hand-blown glass globes, decorative cotton or leather coiling.

*24k gold leaf, silver leaf, opalescent glass, and hand-painted palm motif upgrades available for an additional

fee. Priced per globe.

ILLUMINATION:

Incandescent: G40 Globe / Clear / E26 Medium Screw Base / 120W / 900 Lumens / 2700K

LED: G40 globe / Clear / E26 Medium Screw Base / 24W / 1500 Lumens / CRI 95+ / 2700K

Suspension: 0.5in pipe and 6in canopy in matching metal finish. Ships with 2ft/60cm long pipe to measure on

site. Longer pipe lengths available upon request.

DIMENSIONS: Diam 38in/97cm x H 30in/76cm

WEIGHT: 30lbs/13.6kg

BULB COUNT: 11x

MOUNTING: Ceiling Pendant with fixed pipe suspension that can be cut to measure on site. Fixture ships with

2ft pipe in the matching metal finish and 6in/15cm canopy unless otherwise specified. Longer pipe lengths

available upon request.

METAL FINISH OPTIONS: Satin Brass, Polished Nickel. Custom finishes available upon request.

DECORATIVE COILING OPTIONS: The basic version comes with Natural Cotton Cord coiling. Upgrades are

available in White, Natural, Henna, Dark Brown and Black Leather Cord coiling. Custom leather colors

available upon request.

CERTIFICATIONS: UL, cUL, and CE certified

SPEC SHEET
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